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NOTICE OF MOTION

The Respondent Porter Airlines Inc. (�Porter�) makes this motion in writing to the

Canadian Transportation Agency (the �Agency") pursuant to Rule 14(3) of the Canadian

Transportation Agency General Rules (the �General Rules�) for the following relief:

(a) An order striking out as scandalous, vexatious and unduly prejudicial to Porter

the Reply filed by the Complainant Gabor Lukacs (�Mr. Lukacs�) in the within

proceeding in its entirety, without leave to amend;

(b) In the alternative, an order striking out as scandalous, vexatious and unduly



thereof as may remain following the Agency�s determination of this motion

(including any amended Reply the Agency may permit Mr. Lukacs to deliver);

and

(e) Such further and other relief as the Agency may deem just.

THE RELEVANT FACTS AND GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE SET FORTH IN

THE WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS WHICH FOLLOW BELOW:

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

A. OVERVIEW

1. The Reply delivered by Mr. Lukacs in these proceedings is replete with unfounded

attacks on Porter, including bare allegations that Porter has acted illicitly with "deliberate and

calculated" intent and has adopted improper and abusive tactics with the alleged aim of

undermining and subverting the authority and procedures of the Agency. These inflammatory

submissions are unsupported by the facts, are in any event irrelevant to the matters in issue,

and their collective effect is extremely prejudicial to Porter and to the fair adjudication of these

proceedings. The Reply should be struck in its entirety.

2. These proceedings concern a challenge to the clarity and reasonableness of Rule 18 of

Porter&#39;s Domestic Tariff (�Rule 18�). With the delivery of his Reply, Mr. Lukacs has improperly

attempted to put in issue the alleged conduct and motives of Porter, such as Mr. Lukacs has

baselessly presumed them to be. Such submissions serve the sole purpose of attempting to

cast Porter in a bad light, are irrelevant to the matters in issue, and Porter submits that they

ought not to be accepted into the record or considered by the Agency in determining the within

Complaint.

3. Moreover, Mr. Lukacs�s sharp allegations that Porter has engaged in an abuse of

process by "withholding its proposed amendments to Rule 18" in supposed breach of the

Agency�s "ru|es, procedures, and explicit directions� is based on the invented premise that a

respondent to a complaint is required to deliver draft amendments with its answer � despite the

fact that Mr. Lukacs has previously argued before the Agency that draft amendments do not

properly form part of a respondent&#39;s answer.



4. Although not a lawyer, Mr. Lukacs is an experienced litigant who, Porter submits, ought

to be held to a standard of basic civility and courtesy which is consistent with the principles

governing the fair and efficient administration of justice in Canada. That this motion has

become necessary itself illustrates the manner in which incivility may hinder the fair, effective

and timely determination of disputes.

5. The Reply is, in substance and effect, scandalous and highly prejudicial to Porter, and

Porter asks that it be struck out in its entirety, without leave to amend.

B. FACTS

The Complaint in the Within Proceeding

6. On March 9, 2014, Mr. Lukacs �led with the Agency the complaint giving rise to the

within proceedings (the �Comp|aint"), with a copy to Porter. In his covering message, Mr.

Lukacs indicated that he had no interest in mediation "in light of Porter�s past and present

conduct", the clear implication being that Porter�s conduct was improper or in bad faith.�

7. On March 11, 2014, the Agency formally opened pleadings in the within proceedings.

The Complaint concerns the clarity and reasonableness of Rule 18 of Porter�s Domestic Tariff

dealing with denied boarding compensation?

8. Generally speaking (though not without exception), the Complaint is measured and civil

in its tone, and its contents are directed at the substantive matters in issue.°

Porter�s Prior Voluntam Delivegj of Draft Amendments with its Answer

9. Porter&#39;s tariffs have been the subject of several prior complaints by Mr. Lukacs before

the Agency. In recent proceedings, Porter has voluntarily taken various steps aimed at

1 Email of Gabor Luka&#39;cs to Cathy Murphy dated March 9, 2014; Lukacs�s Complaint dated March 9, 2014
("Complaint").

2 Complaint.

3 /bid.



expediting their prompt resolution, including attempted mediation and submitting draft
amendments to its impugned Rules together with its Answer.�

10. In the first such proceeding, which resulted in Agency Decision No. 16-C-A-2013, Porter

in fact requested an extension of time from the Agency to deliver its Answer, for the express

purpose of allowing it to prepare and deliver draft amendments to the tariff rules in issue.

Porter�s view was that that the concurrent delivery in that proceeding of draft amendments with

its answer � although not required � would likely contribute to a more expeditious determination

and resolution thereof. The Agency granted Porter an extension of 30 days.5

11. Notably, Mr. Lukacs opposed Porter�s motion for an extension of time, taking the position

contrary to that reflected in his Reply herein: Lukacs asserted in that matter that the draft

amendments Porter sought additional time to deliver were mt properly part of a respondent&#39;s

answer to a complaint concerning the clarity and reasonableness of a tariff rule:

While Porter Airlines intends to amend its tariffs, such amendments do not constitute an

answer to the complaint, and have no bearing on whether International Tariff Rule 18 is

iust and reasonable.&#39;��

12. At that time, Porter was aware that the delivery by a respondent carrier of draft tariff

amendments in complaint proceedings generally followed the Agency&#39;s initial determination

regarding the contents of the existing ru|e(s) at issue. Recognizing also, however, that the

Agency has the discretion to dispense with strict adherence to its General Rules, Porter took the

view that the voluntary delivery of draft amendments earlier in the proceeding might obviate

interim steps and �may facilitate settlement of the Lukacs complaint to the extent that [the draft

amendments] prove satisfactory to Mr. Lukacs."7

4 Luka�cs v. Pon�er Airlines lnc., 16-C-A-2013; Lukécs v. Pon�er Airlines Inc., 344-C-A-2013; Luka�cs v.
Porter Airlines lnc., 31 -C-A�201 4.

5 Amended Letter Submissions of Porter Airlines dated May 29, 2012; Decision No. LET-C-A-29-2012.

6 Answer of Gabor Lukacs to Porter Airlines� motion for extension of time to file an answer, dated May 30,
2012 at s. ||(b)1. at p. 3 (emphasis added).

7 Agency General Rules, Rule 4; Letter - Porter Reply and Answer to Cross Motion requesting extension
dated June 4, 2012.



13. In seeking the Agency&#39;s leave to follow this approach and procedure, Porter&#39;s

assumption and expectation was that Mr. Lukacs would likewise act reasonably and in good

faith, and would see the value in adopting a practical approach to achieving an efficient

resolution. In fact, Porter was surprised by Mr. Lukacs�s strong opposition to Porter&#39;s efforts to

deliver proposed amendments, and was surprised further when Mr. Lukacs brought a motion for

review of the decision granting Porter an extension of time, and subsequently appealed the

Agency&#39;s dismissal of that motion to the Federal Court of Appeal � several months after Porter

had delivered its answer and proposed amendments. 5

14. In Porter�s view, it seemed inconsistent for Mr. Lukacs to have opposed Porter&#39;s motion

for an extension of time on the basis that it would unduly delay the final resolution of the

complaint, only to engage in a months-long appeal that sought to have the extension motion

referred back to the Agency for further review. (The Court dismissed Mr. Lukacs�s appeal from

the bench on June 25, 2013.)°

15. As noted, the Agency granted Porter an extension of time in order to prepare its draft

amendments, and Porter filed proposed amendments in good faith in order to expedite

resolution.

Mr. Lukécs�s Adversarial Approach

16. Porter recognizes that cooperation between adverse parties where practicable may

contribute to the prompt and just resolution of disputes without prejudicing either party&#39;s position

� e.g., where one party may consent to a reasonable procedural variance sought by the other

without requiring the time and expense of a motion. It was in this spirit that Porter voluntarily

submitted draft amendments with its Answers in prior proceedings before the Agency.

17. However, Mr. Lukacs&#39;s conduct since Porter&#39;s extension of time motion in 16-C-A-2013

has demonstrated a persistent and reflexive contentiousness appearing to border, at times, on

hostility � including a proclivity to attribute improper motives to Porter without basis or

provocation. In the context of this escalating lack of civility, Porter has elected to forego the

voluntary expedited approach it has taken in the past in order to seek additional procedural

8 Notice of Appeal dated November 1, 2012; Luka&#39;cs v. Canadian Transportation Agency, 2013 FCA 169.

9 Lukacs v. Canadian Transportation Agency, 2013 FCA 169 (CanL||).



protections in the within proceeding as may be available � including that it has sought leave to

reply to any submissions Mr. Lukacs may make concerning draft amendments Porter may

deliver herein (should the Agency grant it leave to do so). Contrary to Mr. Lukacs�s

suppositions, Porter did not make this decision for any improper purpose.�

18. Since 16-C-A-2013 (Mr. Lukacs�s first complaint against Porter), Mr. Lukacs has

repeatedly filed submissions with and engaged in communications with the Agency aggressively

suggesting (or stating outright), without basis, that Porter was deliberately flouting the Agency&#39;s

orders, engaged in attempts to deceive the Agency or othenlvise animated by unsavoury
motives.

19. Some examples of Mr. Lukacs�s unnecessarily antagonistic approach to its dealings with
Porter include:

(a) A general proclivity to impute to Porter an intention to mislead, for example:

(i) In his 41-page Reply in 16-C-A-2013, Mr. Luka&#39;cs characterized Porter&#39;s

use of a bracketed ellipsis �[...]" when excerpting a tariff rule in its Answer

as having �deliberately and mischievously omitted� the balance of the

quoted rule in a manner that was �grossly misleading� � In fact, Porter

was plainly dealing with the specifically excerpted portions, with the

inclusion of �[...]" expressly indicating its partial omission.�

(ii) In his Reply in his complaint against Porter resulting in Decision No. 344-

C-A-2013, Mr. Lukacs alleged material misrepresentation by Porter due to

its clearly inadvertent omission of a page from a tariff rule in an appendix

to its Answer:

"Appendix �A� grossly misrepresents the provisions of Porter

Airlines� Current Rule 163&#39;�

�° Porter&#39;s Answer dated April 1, 2014.

1� Reply of Gabor Lukacs in 16-C-A-2013 dated August 14, 2012, s. l.b. at p. 4; Answer of Porter in 16-C-
A-2013 at pp. 3-4.

�2 Reply of Gabor Lukacs in 344-C-A-2013 dated May 31, 2013, s. I. at p. 3.



In circumstances where Porter�s complete Rule had already been filed in

the record with Mr. Lukacs�s complaint and was otherwise easily veri�able

on Porter�s website, it is telling that Mr. Lukacs nonetheless concluded

that Porter was acting recklessly and deceitfully, and that he included

such accusations in his Reply without any attempt to first raise the

omission informally with Porter.�

(iii) Following the issuance of the Agency&#39;s Decision in his most recent

complaint against Porter (31-C-A-2014), Mr. Lukacs wrote to the Agency

describing a �deeply troubl[ing]" circumstance wherein Porter had

indicated to him that the Agency had granted Porter additional time to

publish the ordered tariff amendments while the Secretary had advised

him that no formal Agency "decision" had issued granting an extension of

time (and in fact no such decision was necessary). Again, not being privy

to Porter�s then ongoing cooperation with the Agency&#39;s of�cer to effect

compliance with the latter Decision, Mr. Lukacs�s apparent (though

erroneous) implication was that Porter was being untruthful, even

referencing court proceedings he had initiated (since dismissed) alleging

a reasonable apprehension of bias on the part of the Agency.�

(b) By 31-C-A-2014, the tone and contents of Mr. Lukacs�s submissions had become

more openly pejorative, bordering on sarcastic:

�For reasons known only to Porter, it chose to ignore the Notice to

lndustry...��5

"The Applicant is further asking the Agency to not tolerate Porter Airlines

treating the deadlines set by the Agency as mere recommendations, and

&#39;3 Porter promptly acknowledged its inadvertent error and filed a corrected version shortly thereafter; See
Porter letter to the Agency dated June 4, 2013.

&#39;4 Lukacs email thread with Cathy Murphy ending March 11, 2014 re "Email inquiry of March 4, 2014".

15 Lukécs Complaint in 31-C-A-2014 at p. 8.



(C)

(d)

set out in its order concrete sanctions and consequence should Porter

Airlines again fail to respect the deadline set by the Agency."�6

Mr. Lukacs has repeatedly sought to insert himself into the Agency&#39;s

enforcement and compliance process by erroneously alleging Porter&#39;s �failure to

comply" with Agency orders, expressing his "profound disappointment" to the

Agency in connection therewith and requesting that compliance be immediately

effected. In fact, Porter has worked with and been responsive to the Agency&#39;s

compliance officers in all instances and has never been admonished or cited by

the Agency for any failure to comply with its orders.�

In implementing Decision 31-C-A-2014, Porter published several successive

updates to its tariff as the Agency&#39;s compliance of�cer refined its view concerning

the necessary amendments. When Mr. Lukacs requested that Porter advise him

upon any further updates, as a courtesy, Porter obliged. Mr. Lukacs�s response

was a brazen email by to the Agency, copying Porter&#39;s counsel and CEO, as

follows:

Mr. Sheahan and Mr. Deluce:

It appears that after four attempts and 4 weeks after deadline set by the

Agency in Decision No. 31-C-A-2014, Porter Airlines may have

succeeded at finally complying with the Decision.

You and your colleagues at Porter Airlines are educated and intelligent

people, who knew perfectly well what the Agency expected of you.

Nevertheless, Porter Airlines kept filing and publishing tariffs that you and

your colleagues knew perfectly well or should have known were not

compliant.

&#39;5 Lukécs Reply in 31-C-A-2014 at p. 3.

17 Lukacs email to Cathy Murphy dated October 9, 2013; Lukacs email to Greg Sheahan dated March 3,
2014.



I invite you to take a moment to reflect upon the waste of valuable public

and judicial resources that Porter Airlines� conduct has caused.

I urge you to re�ect upon Porter Airlines� actions and to have Porter

Airlines apologize to the Agency and its staff for having wasted their

valuable time by not complying with the Agency&#39;s Decision in a timely

manner.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Gabor Lukacs

Besides being based on erroneous assumptions, Porter submits that this recent

email message was grossly inappropriate, had the sole apparent purpose of

embarrassing Porter, and is illustrative of the high-handed lack of civility that has

unfortunately become characteristic of Mr. Lukacs in his dealings with Porter.�

Porter�s Answer in the Vl�thin Proceeding

20. It was in this environment of incivility that Porter elected not to volunteer draft

amendments with its Answer in the within proceeding (which would potentially invite another

40+ page "Reply" from Mr. Lukacs with no right of response), but instead to adhere to the

Agency&#39;s regular procedure while requesting that the Agency grant it certain procedural

protections in its discretion concerning the application of its rules.

21. Porter delivered its Answer herein on April 1, 2014. In the Answer, Porter responded to

Mr. Lukacs�s arguments concerning the clarity and reasonableness of the impugned Rule 18,

and requested (but did not expressly or implicitly demand) leave to deliver draft amendments to

Rule 18 for the Agency&#39;s review and comment as to clarity and reasonableness, as well as

leave to respond to any submissions Mr. Lukacs might be permitted to make concerning any

such proposed amendments.�

18 Lukacs email to Cathy Murphy dated March 28, 2014.

�9 Answer of Porter Airlines dated April 1, 2014 (�Answer"), see paras. 7, 9 and 19.



22. Contrary to the allegations in the Reply (described below), nowhere in its Answer did

Porter indicate or suggest that any future delivery of draft amendments to Rule 18 was

conditional upon the Agency granting Porter leave to deliver additional responding submissions,

or making any other order. Porter&#39;s prayers for relief were consistently framed as just that:

reguests submitted for consideration and determination by the Agency.�

Mr. Lukécs&#39;s Reply in the Within Proceeding

23. On April 5, 2014, Mr. Lukacs delivered his Reply in these proceedings. It contains

numerous and repeated attributions of improper motives and misconduct to Porter which,

besides being unsupported and untrue, are irrelevant to the subject matter of the complaint. A

summary of these scandalous allegations follows, with Porter&#39;s comments as to their lack of

foundation, irrelevance and/or other improper purpose and effect.�

24. More particularly, in the "Overview" of the Reply:

(a) Mr. Lukacs states that Porter has made �dubious representations about its

reasons for not having revised Rule 18 earlier";22

Porter comment: This allegation improperly suggests that Portefs submissions

are worthy of doubt (i. e. dishonest), apparently on the basis (discussed in Part I

below) that Mr. Lukacs believes Porter ought to have updated its tariff while its

DBC rules were under review by the Agency. While Porter believes it was not

unreasonable to suspend far-reaching modi�cations to its policies while the very

parameters of those policies were to the subject of forthcoming guidance by the

Agency, Mr. Lukécs�s contrary conclusion is nonetheless no proper basis to

allege deceptive intent on Porter�s part. This baseless allegation is irrelevant and

prejudicial in that it does not relate to the clarity and reasonableness of Rule 18,

but serves only to cast Porter in a negative light.

2° /bid.

2� Luka&#39;cs Reply dated April 5, 2014 ("Reply").

22 Reply at p. 1.



(b) Mr. Lukacs engages in outright sarcasm at Porter&#39;s expense: �While Porter

Airlines� epiphany with respect to the need to revise Domestic Tariff Rule 18 is

most welcome...";23

Porter comment: This statement is characterized by condescension and

incivility; its tone is unnecessarily provocative and, it is submitted, inconsistent

with the principles governing the mutually respectful resolution of contested

disputes before Canadian tribunals.

(c) Mr. Lukacs concludes by stating that �Porter Airlines� submissions are

disingenuous, constitute an abuse of process, and serve the real purpose of

delaying the inevitable revision of Rule 183&#39;�

Porter comment: Again, Mr. Lukacs pleads a baseless and prejudicial

suggestion of dishonesty here, and further suggests that Porter�s motive is to

delay the resolution of the proceedings. There is no basis for any conclusion that

any request by Porter, if granted, would preclude the timely resolution of this

proceeding within the 120 days targeted by the Agency. Rather, it is Mr.

Lukacs�s ubiquitous scandalous allegations in the Reply which may have the

effect of doing so, should this motion be granted. In any event, there is nothing

improper about a party acting with its rights, even if such conduct may have the

result (as opposed to the intended purpose) of prolonging a proceeding.

25. In Part I of his Argument, Mr. Lukacs contends that Porter has engaged in an abuse of

process by failing to have immediately updated its domestic tariff rules concerning denied

boarding compensation (�DBC�) following the Agency&#39;s release of Decision No. 342-C-A-2013

concerning Air Canada&#39;s DBC rules; and failing to deliver draft amendments to its Rule 18 with

its Answer. More particularly:

(a) Mr. Lukacs states that Porter undertook �a deliberate and calculated decision to

disobey the law" by declining to update its tariffs based on Lukacs v. Air Canada,

2� /bid.

2� Ibid.



(b)

25 lbid. at p. 3.

26 lbid. at p. 4.

Decision No. 342-C-A-2013 despite pending challenges to its own DBC rules by

Mr. Lukacs;25

Porter comment: There is absolutely no basis to allege a �calculated decision to

disobey the law� in the record or in fact, nor is any such allegation relevant to the

determination of the Complaint. Mr. Lukacs�s bare suppositions about Porter

deliberately having elected to shirk its legal obligations is included solely for

colour, and is scandalous and prejudicial to Porter.

Mr. Lukacs states that by declining to deliver proposed amendments with its

Answer Porter is not "complying with the Agency�s rules, procedures, and explicit

directions" and has engaged in "a disingenuous attempt to strong-arm the

Agency into changing its procedure with respect to pleadings and/or to frustrate

the Agency in carrying out its mandate and rendering a decision in the Complaint

in a timely mannei�;2&#39;5

Porter comment: Despite -having previously taken the position against Porter that

proposed amendments do not fonn a proper part of a respondent�s answer to a

tariff complaint, Mr. Lukacs now states that the failure to deliver proposed

amendments represents a breach of the Agency�s rules and orders. Mr. Lukacs

does not actually identify any such �rules, procedures or explicit directions� in

which Porter is alleged to be in breach; and in fact there is plainly no requirement

that a carrier deliver draft amendments together with its answer prior to the

Agency�s determination as to the existing rules or any direction to �le such draft

amendments. Moreover, it is entirely unclear how Porter�s request for permission

to deliver draft amendments or make additional submissions could act to

constrain the Agency�s powers or authority in any way whatsoever. Mr. Lukacs�s

suggestion that Porter is trying to �strong-ann� the Agency or use draft

amendments as a �bargaining chip� makes no sense, as the Agency remains free

to make any order within its jurisdiction irrespective of Portefs requests. These

allegations are invented and irrelevant.



(c) Mr. Lukacs baselessly hypothesizes that Porter "would have done nothing [to

update its tariff] even now, had the present Complaint not been �led with the

Agency".27 
     
     Porter comment: This allegation is plainly and obviously speculative, without
basis, inserted for colour and entirely unfair to Porter.

26. On April 7, 2014, Mr. Lukacs published a "tweet� on the Internet Twitter account of his

organization Air Passenger Rights, unequivocally stating: �The answer of #Porter to complaint

re: compensation to bumped passengers is an abuse of process", notwithstanding that that very

issue then remained before the Agency, which had (and has yet) made no such determination.�

27. In Part II of the Argument, Mr. Lukacs characterizes Porter�s request for leave to reply to

any submissions by Lukécs concerning Porter draft amendments as Porter�s �disagreement"

with the Agency�s General Rules � suggestive of disrespect and disregard � and otherwise

describes Porter�s rationale for requesting this relief as �dubious�.29

Porter comment: Mr. Lukacs continues to impute imagined intentions and motivations

upon Porter with the effect of portraying Porter as disrespectful of the Agency�s

procedures. Besides being irrelevant to the Complaint, this attribution of disrespect is

without any basis. Porter expressly acknowledged in its Answer that it requires the

Agency�s leave to deliver any submissions following Mr. Lukacs�s Reply, and respectfully

requested that the Agency exercise its discretion to grant Porter such leave. This is

entirely consistent with and respectful of the General Rules, including in particular Rule

39(3).

28. In summary, the Reply, in substance and effect, seeks to raise questions about Porter�s

respect for and willingness to comply with the Agency�s orders, processes and procedures, and

argues that Porter is engaged in an attempt to deceive the Agency and somehow to usurp its

ability to control its own processes. Taken collectively, the allegations in the Reply are without

basis, highly prejudicial to Porter and irrelevant to the matters in issue herein.

2� Ibid. at p. 5.

2� �Tweet" of @AirPassRightsCA of April 7, 2014 at 5:35 am (emphasis added).

29 Reply at p. 5.



29. Porter would be pleased to support any of the above-stated facts stated by af�davit

pursuant to Rule 33 of the Agency&#39;s General Rules.

C. ISSUES

30. Issue 1: Should the Reply be struck out, in whole or in part?

31. Issue 2: Should the Agency direct Mr. Luka�cs to refrain from further scandalous,

inflammatory and prejudicial statements in connection with future proceedings and matters

within the Agency&#39;s jurisdiction?

32. Issue 3: Should Porter be granted leave to deliver a Surreply to any portion of the Reply

that is not struck out as a result of this motion?

D. SUBMISSIONS

Issue 1: Should the Reply be struck out, in whole or in part?

(a) Pn&#39;ncip/es applicable in a motion to strike

33. The Agency&#39;s power to strike out documents derives from Rule 14(3)(b) of the General

Rules, which provides:

The Agency may, by order, strike out any document or part of it... that may

prejudice, hinder or delay the fair conduct of the proceeding.

(emphasis added)

34. While there appears to be limited Agency jurisprudence dealing with motions to strike

out pleadings and submissions, Porter submits that guidance may be sought from the

determination of similar matters in other Canadian courts and tribunals.

35. Rule 221 of the Federal Courts Ru/es enumerate a number of circumstances in which a

pleading may be struck out:

221. (1) On motion, the Court may, at any time, order that a pleading, or
anything contained therein, be struck out, with or without leave to amend, on
the ground that it



(a) discloses no reasonable cause of action or defence, as the case

may be,

(b) is immaterial or redundant

(c) is scandalous, frivolous or vexatious,

(d) may prejudice or delay the fair trial of the action,

(e) constitutes a departure from a previous pleading, or

(f) is otherwise an abuse of the process of the Court,

and may order the action be dismissed orjudgment entered
accordingly.

(emphasis added)

36. Rule 25.11 of the Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure similarly provides as follows:

STRIKING OUT A PLEADING OR OTHER DOCUMENT

25.11 The court may strike out or expunge all or part of a pleading or other
document, with or without leave to amend, on the ground that the pleading or other
document,

(a) may prejudice or delay the fair trial of the action;

(b) is scandalous, frivolous or vexatious; or

(c) is an abuse of the process of the court.

(emphasis added)

37. It is submitted that the listed grounds in the above rules are not mutually exclusive; i.e.

scandalous, vexatious or irrelevant pleadings �may prejudice, hinder or delay the fair trial of the

proceeding� and may be struck for that reason.

38. The case law in both federal and provincial courts demonstrates that courts will strike out

pleadings, or allegations in a pleading, where they are irrelevant, prejudicial, unsupported by

facts or are made for the apparent purpose of casting the opposing party in a bad light:

39. In Know/edge House Inc. v. Stewart McKeIvey Stiriing Scales, the Nova Scotia Court of

Appeal affirmed that a scandalous pleading may be one which is aimed at embarrassing the

other party or is irrelevant to the matters in issue:



There are at least two schools of thought about what makes a pleading "scandalous". One is that

scandalous allegations are those which serve little purpose other than to "disconcert or humiliate"

the other party: see e.g. Paul Perell (now Perell, J.) "The Essentials of Pleading" (1995) 17
Adv.Q. 205 at 216 - 217. A second view is that whether an allegation is scandalous is a matter of

relevance... For the purposes of this appeal I need not choose one view over another since the

impugned allegations ought to be struck on both accounts.3°

40. The Federal Court of Canada made similar findings in Sivak v. Canada, noting further

that a party may not plead unsupported allegations, conclusions and opinions:

Immaterial or redundant allegations in a claim result in useless expense and prejudice the trial by

involving the parties in a dispute that is wholly apart from the issues. Similarly, portions of a

pleading that are irrelevant or inserted for colour should also be struck as they are scandalous.�

[. . .]

[E]xamp|es of what constitutes a �scanda|ous," "frivolous" or "vexatious" document [include]:

i. A document that demonstrates a complete absence of material facts;

ii. Portions of a pleading that are irrelevant, argumentative or inserted for colour, or that

constitute bare allegations;

iii. A document that contains only argument and includes unfounded and inflammatom

attacks on the integrity of a party, and speculative, unsupported allegations of

defamation;

iv. Documents that are replete with conclusions, expressions of opinion, provide no

indication whether information is based on personal knowledge or information and belief,

and contain many irrelevant matters.�

41. Ontario courts have similarly found that pleadings containing unsupported attacks on the

integrity of the other party will be struck:

3°, 2007 NSCA 113 (CanL|l) at para. 40 (emphasis added).

31 2012 FC 272 (CanL|l) at para. 77 (emphasis added).

32 Ibid. at para. 39 (emphasis added).



Bare allegations should be struck as scandalous. This is particularly so where allegations of

intentional or malicious conduct are made.�

[I]f the pleas are wholly immaterial and can have no effect on the result or if they are irrelevant,

argumentative or inserted for colour, or if they include inflammatory attacks on the integrity of a

party without pleading supporting facts they may be struck as scandalous and vexatious. Clearly

if allegations are pleaded for the sole purpose of embarrassing a party or adding colour in order

to prejudice a party in the eyes of the trier of fact they should be struck.�

42. As more particularly discussed in paragraphs 23-28 above, the Reply contains

allegations that have no basis other than Mr. Lukécs&#39;s speculative opinions, conclusions and

erroneous assumptions as to Portefs motivation and forthrightness, and are in any event

irrelevant to the Agency&#39;s determination as to the clarity and reasonableness of Rule 18.

43. Porter submits that the collective purpose and effect of the allegations in the Reply is to

colour the proceedings to Porter&#39;s prejudice by attempting to cast it as disrespectful of the

Agency&#39;s procedures and regulations and motivated by improper delay tactics.

44. In fact, Porter acknowledges the jurisdiction and powers of the Agency and its

processes, and has every intention of complying with any orders the Agency may see fit to

make. With respect, it is entirely inappropriate for any party to suggest otherwise of another

party without a strong evidentiary basis. However objectionable Mr. Lukacs may find Porter&#39;s

requests for procedural relief, his distaste does not render such requests improper, nor does

their existence constrain the Agency&#39;s ability to determine this matter as it sees �t.

45. For the foregoing reasons, Porter submits that the content of the Reply, besides being

vexatious and prejudicial, is altogether unhelpful in determining this complaint, and should be

struck in its entirety, without leave to amend. Since there are no facts to support the sweeping

allegations of improper conduct, there is no amendment that can reasonably be made.�

3� Fitzpatrick v. Durham Regional Police Services Board, zoos CanL|| 63808 (ON so) at para. 10.

34 Moore v. Benfuzzi, 2008 CanLl| 3228 (ON SC).

35 Supra, note 33 at para. 37.



Issue 2: Should the Agency direct Mr. Lukacs to refrain from further scandalous, inflammatogj

and prejudicial statements in connection with future proceedings and matters within the

Agency&#39;s jurisdiction?

Principles of civility in the administration of disputes in Canada

46. Porter acknowledges that Mr. Lukacs is not a lawyer, and accordingly is not strictly

bound by such rules of professional conduct as govern the conduct of members of the bar.

However, as an experienced and frequent litigant, Porter submits that Mr. Lukacs is fully

capable of understanding and adhering to the norms and principles of civility governing the

determination of adversarial proceedings in Canadian courts and tribunals, particularly given the

enmity which, it is submitted, has manifested itself in his recent communications and filings with

the Agency.

47. In short, it is fundamentally unfair that Porter has been put in the position of having to

respond to baseless attacks on its integrity, which are wholly irrelevant to the determination of

the Complaint. Given the level to which Mr. Lukacs has taken his allusions and outright

accusations of impropriety on Porter&#39;s part in the Reply � and as otherwise demonstrated in the

record of this motion � Porter submits that it is appropriate that the Agency direct Mr. Lukacs to

refrain from similar conduct in future matters relating to the Agency and the matters within its

jurisdiction.

48. Numerous Canadian authorities have recognized that courtesy and civility, rather than

being anathema to an adversarial system of justice, are fundamentally important to the integrity

and credibility thereof.

49. The Law Society of Upper Canada recently examined the purpose and effect of civility in

legal proceedings in detail in Law Society of Upper Canada v. Joseph Peter Paul Groia, in

which the Panel observed that:

the rationale underlying the requirement of civility reflects a concern with the

effect of incivility on the proper functioning of the administration of justice and

public perception of the legal profession.

Our system of justice is based on the premise that legal disputes should be

resolved rationally in an environment of calm and measured deliberation, free

from hostility, emotion, and other irrational or disruptive influences. lncivility and



discourteous conduct detracts from this environment, undermines public

confidence and impedes the administration of justice and the application of the
rule of law.�

50. The LSUC Panel in Groia cited the following additional authorities and propositions

which, Porter submits, are germane to this motion:

(a) The Principles of Civility for Advocates published by The Advocates� Society in
Ontario state:

27. Advocates should not attribute bad motives or improper conduct to

opposing counsel, except when relevant to the issues of the case and

well-founded...

[...]

29. Advocates should not ascribe a position to opposing counsel that they

have not taken, or othenivise seek to create an unjustified inference based

on opposing counsel&#39;s statements or conduct."

(b) And Kara Anne Nagorney�s article, �A Noble Profession? A Discussion of Civility

Among Lawyers" wherein she wrote:

�Civility within the legal system not only holds the profession together, but

also contributes to the continuation of a just society. Conduct that may be

characterized as uncivil, abrasive, hostile, or obstructive necessarily

impedes the goal of resolving conflicts rationally, peacefully, and

efficiently, in turn delaying or even denying justice?�

(c) And finally, Michael Code, �Counsel�s Duty of Civility: An Essential Component of

Fair Trials and an Effective Justice System":

36 2012 ONLSHP 94 (CanL||) at paras. 63, 65.

37 Cited in /bid, at para. 56.

35 (1999), 12Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics 815, at 816-17,cited in /bid. at para. 60.



On a more profound level, delays are caused when counsel are no longer

communicating appropriately and, as a result, they become incapable of

resolving the many non-contentious issues that arise in the course of a

trial. The norms of rational and respectful discourse, which result in the

out of court resolution of most cases and most issues, are no longer

possible when the relationship between counsel has been fractured by

serious incivility.�

51. It is respectfully suggested that there is no place in the civil administration of even the

most highly adversarial proceedings for the sort of enmity on display in the Reply (among other

communications and documents authored by Mr. Lukacs).

52. While Mr. Lukacs purports to demand the prompt and fair resolution of the Complaint,

the contents of his Reply are counterproductive and incompatible with that goal.

53. While Porter recognizes that this motion may have the ultimate effect of delaying the

�nal resolution of this proceeding, it believes Mr. Lukacs&#39;s prejudicial allegations have reached a

point where Porter must seek relief from the Agency to ensure the fair and proper conduct of

this complaint.

Issue 3: Should Porter be granted leave to deliver a Surreply to any portion of the Reply that is
not struck out as a result of this motion?

54. Distinct from Porter�s request in its Answer for leave to deliver a response to any

forthcoming submissions from Mr. Luka&#39;cs concerning Porter�s draft amendments, if any, Porter

additionally requests leave in this motion to deliver a Surreply responding to any portion of the

Reply which the Agency may decline to strike out, or to any amended Reply Mr. Lukacs may be

permitted to deliver.

55. To the extent that Mr. Lukécs has taken issue in his Reply with (a) Porter�s request for

permission to deliver draft amendments following the Agency&#39;s determination of the complaint

concerning existing Rule 18, and (b) leave to deliver a surreply to Mr. Lukécs�s submissions

responding thereto, both such requests were advanced for the first time in Porter�s Answer such

that they are in substance and effect, an �originating process" to the extent Porter�s prayers for

39 (2007), 11 Can. Crim. L.R. 97 cited in /bid. at para. 68 (emphasis added).



relief arise for the first time therein. Accordingly, Mr. Lukacs�s submissions responding thereto

are in effect an �answer" or �response� to Porter&#39;s request for such leave. It is submitted that it

is therefore appropriate that Porter be provided with the opportunity to respond to the arguments

raised.

ORDER REQUESTED

56. For the foregoing reasons, Porter requests an order for the relief as stated in paragraph

1 hereof.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

April 21, 2014 Gregory Sheahan
General Counsel

Porter Airlines Inc.

Respondent


























































































































